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WHEN WATER MOVES, MAGIC HAPPENS

Perhaps nothing else soothes the soul like the sight and sound of 
moving water. That’s why water features are such a popular and 
fast-growing enhancement to pools and poolside environments. 
With Deck Jet water effects from Pentair, you can add to the peace 
and tranquility of your poolside experience a number of ways… 
more economically than ever before.

• Deck Jet water effects are available with five distinctive  
spray patterns.

• Streams reach up to eight feet, allowing an endless variety  
of design options.

• Create water arches, blossom designs or whatever your 
imagination can conceive.

• Attractive installation with no unsightly or unsafe edges  
or screws.

• Deck Jet water effects won’t collect debris like  
competitive designs.

So, don’t just settle for a great pool experience…go all the way   
to magical…with Deck Jet water effects.
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AVAILABLE FROM:

Each Deck Jet Water Effect unit 
comes with 5 interchangeable 
nozzles— 3 single streams, 
fan spray and tri-cluster

Early water features were designed for commercial applications and 
later adapted to residential use. The result was over-engineering and 
high prices. The Deck Jet water effect from Pentair is specifically 
designed for residential use, using materials of construction and 
manufacturing techniques that allow lower costs. All-plastic 
construction of key parts lowers initial and lifetime system costs 
while providing trouble-free operation with little or no maintenance.

Deck Jet water effects can be cast into concrete decks and gunite 
pool walls, mounted in the sidewall of aboveground and vinyl-lined 
pools, or integrated into surrounding landscapes.

FEATURES INCLUDE:

• Jets install flush to surfaces to virtually disappear from sight.

• Spray height and direction are easily adjusted to vary water effects.

• Jets are easy to remove and replace to reduce long-term  
 maintenance and allow new water effects.

• Low water pressure requirement for minimum impact on pump  
 expense and performance (<3.5 gpm at 15 feet of head).

Drawing shows simplicity of installation—
similar to other pool plumbing tasks
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